
Let’s look at the ‘old’ fi rst. It is possible that you may be 
suff ering from the stresses and strains that Christmas 
causes. For instance, it is unnatural to spend a lot of 
 me indoors with close rela  ves. This can cause stress 

and quarrels - because of things like:

■ Role confl ict - you may have your own    
 family, but when you are with your parents,  
 they may s  ll treat you like a child and this can   
 feel uncomfortable.

■ Sibling rivalry – families can revert to tradi  onal   
 pa  erns of behaviour and we may start playing   
 out a compe   on for a  en  on.

■ Unfair distribu  on of work – especially if you are  
 the one hos  ng, it may feel like Christmas is just  
 a tonne of extra work dumped upon you. 

■ The requirement to be polite and hide nega  ve  
 feelings – this can be very stressful, par  cularly  
 where there are diff erent genera  ons under the 
 same roof for a period of  me. Widely diff ering ideas
 can mean arguments, which can lead to   
 resentment. 

There is a reason why the period between 
Christmas and New Year leads to an increase in 
pe   ons for divorce! 

New Year, Most magazine articles 

scream the ‘New Year, 

New You!’ message at 

this time of year, but 

what does it actually 

mean? And how do you 

achieve that feeling of 

‘newness’?
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■ Make sure you go outside for at least part   
 of every day. Exposure to natural daylight helps   
 to calm us and helps us to sleep. Even be  er,   
 if possible, involve everyone in some outside   
 ac  vity. A walk in the fresh air helps to diff use   
 pe  y disputes, and some compe   ve types in   
 the family may enjoy a game like frisbee or I-Spy.   
 If there are a few of you, a game involving small   
 teams might even help. 

■ When it comes to jobs, delegate to others.   
 Christmas is a holiday for everyone and even  
 the youngest or oldest members of the family 
 can be responsible for some small tasks. 
 Never refuse a willing volunteer’s help either! 
 You will enjoy Christmas much more if you are 
 not exhausted and resen  ul.   

■ If necessary, fi nd a way to release the stress 
 and annoyance – punch a cushion, fi nd a place 
 to scream, go for a walk on your own, take over 
 the bathroom for a while for a hot bath.

To avoid feeling overwhelmed when you look to the 
future, look at your life as it is now, to see what you 
like and are sa  sfi ed with, and then what you would 
like to change. A good  me to do this is between 
Christmas and New Year when the world seems to 
slow down and there is  me to think. 

We can also evaluate what we think we have 
achieved in the last year. It seems that we are 
more likely to give ourselves a hard  me over what 
we feel we are failing at. It is important to give 
ourselves credit for what we have done well as 
we are more likely to forget those things, but if we 
know that we have done well some  mes, that will 
increase our confi dence to make posi  ve changes in 
the year. 
  
It is also important to be realis  c about what we 
can achieve. We may feel that we would like to 
change many things. We might succumb to the 
‘Bridget Jones’ syndrome for instance where our 
heroine tried to change her weight, alcohol 
consump  on, cigare  es smoked and 
her love-life - all at the same  me! 
Needless to say she failed and 
became discouraged. It is 
perhaps be  er to focus on 
one goal, or a maximum of 
two, and to think carefully 
about how to achieve them. 
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A structure to help with goal-se   ng might help. 
To succeed, goals should be SMART.

Specifi c –  if you choose to walk more, set a 
specifi c target such as ‘I will walk to work three 
 mes a week’. This is then far more likely to happen.

Measurable – as above, you have set yourself a 
measure and can increase it accordingly and feel 
you are achieving something. 

Achievable – when increasing exercise, if you are 
just beginning, be realis  c. For example, I will run 
as far as I can for 10 minutes 5  mes per week. If 
a goal is not achievable you are likely to fail and 
not feel inclined to try again.

Relevant – set yourself something that means 
something to you. For instance, if you hate the 
gym, do not set yourself a goal that involves 
going, as it will not mo  vate you to succeed. 

Time specifi c – again set yourself a  me to work 
towards the goal. You could say, ‘at 5 o’clock 
every day I will walk for 10 minutes’, or, ‘star  ng 
tomorrow, I will..’ . That way it is built into your 
rou  ne already. You might set yourself regular 
 mes to review the goal and see how you are 

progressing.
 
You could also think about what is going to get 
in the way of your goal and how to manage 
any obstacles. This way you will feel far more 
confi dent in achieving it

Finally, do not feel pressurised to set yourself a 
‘New Year’s resolu  on’. If a goal occurs to you 
now, start now. If the desire to change doesn’t 
happen un  l March, work on it then. We aren’t all 
the same and ‘New Year, new you’ doesn’t work 
for everyone.

If you need help with changes you want to make, 
read on for more details about our services 
designed to support change.

There are ways to ease the stress:

Now the ‘new’

instance where our 
weight, alcohol 
ked and 
 me! 

d 
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Arun Wellbeing now provides a stop smoking service in 
the Arun District. This is a free service so please contact us.

Therapy 

N
R
T

Nicotine 
Replacement 

NRT is available to help smokers 
reduce their dependence and is 
an alterna  ve to smoking.

If possible, NRT should be used in 
conjunc  on with a behavioural support 
programme. When making a quit 
a  empt behavioural therapy, advice 
and support will normally improve the 
success rate.

Please check age restric  ons on products before use. 

Some smokers do not feel able to stop taking NRT at the 
end of the prescribed course (mainly for fear of returning 
to smoking), so we encourage a spacing technique 
whereby they introduce ‘normal’ mints/gum with the aim 
of completely replacing NRT.

Long-term use of NRT has not been associated with any 
serious adverse eff ects/events.

Long term use of Nico  ne Replacement 
Therapy and eff ec  veness

Nico  ne Patches: 
Patches worn on the body 
are of a variety of strengths 
and are worn for diff erent 
lengths of  me. A qualifi ed 
prac   oner will discuss this 
with you, depending on your 
individual circumstances.

Nico  ne Inhalator 
When you draw 
air into the 
mouth through 
the mouthpiece, 
nico  ne is 
vapourised and 
absorbed, so a 
minimal amount 
reaches the lungs. 
The amount of 
nico  ne from 
a puff  is less 
than that from a 
cigare  e.

Nico  ne Gum
The chewing gum should be 
used whenever there is an 
urge to smoke, according to 
the ‘chew and rest’ technique 
described on the pack. This 
allows nico  ne to be taken 
into the bloodstream via the 
mouth lining. The chewing 
gum should be used whenever 
there is an urge to smoke, 
according to the pack. A  er 
about 30 minutes of such use, 
the gum will be exhausted.

Nico  ne Microtab
These are to be dissolved slowly (about 30 minutes) in 
the mouth. You should not swallow or chew the tablet.

Nico  ne Lozenge
The lozenge should be placed 
in the mouth and allowed to 
dissolve. Periodically, the lozenge 
should be moved from one side 
of the mouth to the other, and 
repeated, un  l the lozenge is 
completely dissolved. You should 
not chew or swallow the lozenge.

Nico  ne Mouth 
Spray (Quick Mist) 
Spray into side 
of your cheek, or 
spray onto your 
fi nger, then rub 
onto your cheek, 
avoiding the lips, 
and swallowing for 
a few minutes a  er 
spraying.
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Nico  ne Nasal Spray
You use it by inser  ng the spray  p 
into one nostril, poin  ng the top towards 
the back of the nose and pressing fi rmly 
and quickly. Repeat on the other side, or 
as directed by the packet.

Arun Wellbeing are now providing a stop 
smoking service to residents in the Arun 
District. This free service off ers:

■  One to one appointments with a 
 trained wellbeing adviser
■  Mo  va  onal Interviewing techniques  
 to empower you to quit smoking
■  Provide Carbon Monoxide readings 
 using breathalysers
■  Informa  on on NRT Nico  ne 
 Replacement Therapy (such as gum, 
 nasal sprays,patches etc) & providing 
 this where appropriate
■  Our service is non-judgemental and 
 all appointments will take place in a 
 private & confi den  al space

SMOKERS –
do you want to quit?

STOP SMOKING
with

www.arunwellbeing.org.uk

If you would like to refer 
yourself to this service please 
complete our secure on-line 
referral form found on our 
website www.arunwellbeing.
org.uk under the ‘Contact Us’ 
page. Or call 01903 737862.
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Am I eligible for an 
NHS Health Check?

FREE NHS Health Check is a na  onal 
programme in England for people 
between the ages of 40 and 74. It is a 
free 30 minute check to assess your 
risk of developing heart disease, stroke, 
diabetes and kidney disease. This check 
is off ered because everybody is at risk of 
developing these health problems, having 
an NHS Health Check can help you to 
lower your chance of developing them.

What is an NHS Health Check?

The check is for people who are aged 40 to 74 who do 
not have any of the following pre-exis  ng condi  ons:

■ heart disease 
■ chronic kidney disease 
■ diabetes 
■ high blood pressure (hypertension) 
■ atrial fi brilla  on 
■ transient ischaemic a  ack 
■ inherited high cholesterol (familial hypercholesterolemia) 
■ heart failure 
■ peripheral arterial disease 
■ stroke 
■ currently being prescribed sta  ns to lower cholesterol 
■ previous checks have found that you have a 20% 
 or higher risk of ge   ng cardiovascular disease over   
 the next 10 years 

Can I have an NHS Health Check?
You can have an NHS Health Check once every fi ve 
years and most people in the age range are eligible but 
there are some excep  ons. If you already have any of the 
condi  ons men  oned above or you are already being 
treated for high cholesterol or high blood pressure then 
you will not be eligible. The NHS Health Check is part 
of a na  onal programme to help prevent the onset of 
these problems. Every eligible West Sussex resident will 
be invited for a check once every fi ve years. If you are 
outside the age range and concerned about your health, 
you should contact your GP.

What will happen at my check?
At your check you will be asked some simple ques  ons 
about your family history and ethnicity, you will have your 
height and weight measured, your blood pressure and 
pulse rate will be taken along with a fi nger prick test to 
measure your cholesterol. 

Your results will be discussed with you and you will be 
given personalised advice on how to lower your risk and 
maintain a healthy lifestyle. You may be informed about 
local services that can support you to make changes. 
You may be referred on to your GP surgery for further 
blood tests or for treatment or medica  on to help you to 
maintain your health.

Arun Wellbeing will be off ering FREE NHS 
health checks from January 2020 – please 
contact us to book. 
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Pre-diabetes
Pre-Diabetes is a condi  on whereby your blood sugars are 
high, but not high enough for you to be diagnosed as Type 
2 diabe  c. This can some  mes be referred to as ‘borderline 
diabetes’ or even, ‘a touch of diabetes!’  

You are at high risk of going on to develop Type 2 diabetes if 
you have raised blood sugar levels, but the good thing is that 
pre-diabetes IS reversible! 

In 1996 there were 1.4 million people diagnosed with Diabetes. 
In 2019 there are 4.7 million. This means that one person every 
two minutes is being diagnosed as a diabe  c. 

Around 90% of all diabetes diagnoses are for Type 2.  
Type 2 diabetes is a condi  on where the insulin your pancreas 
makes can’t work properly, or your pancreas can’t make enough 
insulin. 

4.7 million
people in the UK 
have diabetes

There are several risk factors for developing 
Type 2 diabetes:

Age
You are more at risk of developing Type 2 diabetes if you 
are aged 40 and above in the white popula  on, or 25 and 
above in the Afro-Caribbean, Black African or South-Asian 
popula  on. 

Family history
You are more likely to develop Type 2 diabetes if you have a 
close family member (parent or sibling) with the condi  on. 

Ethnicity
Type 2 diabetes is two to four  mes more likely in people 
of South Asian descent and Afro-Caribbean or Black African 
descent. 

Weight
Maintaining a healthy weight can play a huge role in the 
preven  on of Type 2 diabetes, and according to Diabetes 
UK obesity is responsible for 80 to 85% of someone’s risk of 
developing Type 2 diabetes

If you have been diagnosed as pre-diabe  c 
and would like some support, Arun 
Wellbeing are here to help! We off er a 
free, Three-hour workshop which gives an 
explana  on of pre- and Type 2 diabetes, 
the causes, symptoms and risk factors 
associated with the condi  on, and also 
how to best manage pre-diabetes to 
reduce the risk of developing Type 2 
diabetes by focusing on healthy ea  ng 
and ac  vity. 

Please contact us to book a place. 

Diabetes costs the NHS around one million 
pounds per hour, which works out at £315 
every second 

£1million
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Power of the

Nudge theory is the science behind 
subtly leading people into the ‘right’ 
decision. It is everywhere, once we 
wake up to it!  From supermarkets 
that wa   the smell of baking bread 
fi rst thing in the morning, to the 
‘recommended’ contract that comes 
with a new iPhone, to speed bumps 
which gradually become closer 
together on busy roads. 

Richard Thaler, in his book “Nudge 
– Improving decisions about health, 
wealth and happiness”, was one of 
the fi rst to outline how  ny prompts 
can alter our behaviour. “Nudge” 
discusses how public and private 
organisa  ons can help people 
make be  er choices in their daily 
lives. Nudging then works on the 
principle that small ac  ons can have 
a substan  al impact on the way 
people behave, and it creates choice 
architectures* for these ac  ons that 
encourage (but don’t force) people 
to make be  er decisions. 

When the UK coali  on government 
was formed in 2010, the Prime 
Minister of the  me, David 
Cameron, translated his enthusiasm 
for the theory of behavioural 
insights. He helped set up the 
Behavioural Insights Team (BIT, 
commonly known as the ‘Nudge 
unit’) at the centre of government, 
and encouraged them to innovate 
and create policy ini  a  ves based 
on their theories of infl uence and 
persuasion. Its aims were, and 
remain:

As part of our con  nuing 
professional development, Arun 
Wellbeing advisers recently 
a  ended a one-day training 
course on “How to infl uence 
people’s behaviour, using 
insights from the behavioural 
sciences” - also known as 
‘Nudging’. This approach to 
infl uencing behaviours uses a 
combina  on of both economics 
and the behavioural sciences, 
which include the disciplines of 
neuroscience, psychology and 
sociology. 

Numerous companies and 
organisa  ons around the world 
use some of these techniques 
to obtain the change they want. 
The NHS, for example, in order 
to reduce missed appointments, 
has introduced text messages 
to remind someone of their 
appointment, poin  ng out in the 
text the approximate cost to the 
NHS of the missed appointment. 
This led to an addi  onal 25% 
reduc  on in no-shows. 

■ Making public services more  
 cost-eff ec  ve and easier for 
 ci  zens to use.
■ Improving outcomes by 
 introducing a more realis  c 
 model of human behaviour to 
 policy; and wherever possible,
■ Enabling people to make ‘be  er 
 choices for themselves’.

The objec  ve is to fi nd low or no-
cost interven  ons that can have 
a rapid and signifi cant impact. 
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Easy 
Make it easy for people and it is more likely they will do 
something. One good example is when people are given 
the op  on to opt out. Evidence shows a 90% uptake. 

A  rac  ve
People are drawn to things which catch their a  en  on. 
Example: personalisa  on. use the recipient’s name 
and make it relevant; incen  ves can make things more 
a  rac  ve, chose pictures and colours and think about 
emo  ons too. 

Social
People are strongly infl uenced by what others are doing 
or have done.

Timely
Interven  ons are more eff ec  ve before habits have formed, 
or if the behaviour has been disrupted for other reasons. 
Example: Work with the  mes in the year where 
behaviour will change more - like January when 
people generally want to improve their health a  er 
over-indulging at Christmas. 

This insight and training can be a great asset in a 
workplace. Although the idea of ‘nudging’ may seem 
intrusive, persuading people towards be  er choices, rather 
than manda  ng behaviours at work, can and does create 
las  ng change in everything from wellbeing and safety, 
to pension take-up, as well as empowering employees. 

“There’s a fl y in my urinal!”
It’s probably the most well-known example - spillage 
around the toilet. An age-old problem for at least half 
of the human race, was cut by 80% using an ingeniously 
simple interven  on.

(First introduced at Schiphol airport in Amsterdam back 
in 1999, the idea was simple: etch the image of a fl y in 
the urinal and aim, saving on clean-up costs as well as 
allevia  ng unpleasantness!)

Classic nudges

*Choice Architecture: Everyone can be a 
choice architect for organising the context 
in which people make decisions. This 
organising of things can help infl uence 
decision-making. Many people are happy 
to accept the default se   ng/order provided 
by the Choice Architect. 
Example: Se   ngs of a phone or computer: 
people assume the experts who designed the 
equipment chose “the op  mum” se   ngs so 
o  en do not change them. Thus the original 
set-up nudges people into a certain way of 
opera  ng with the technology.

FURTHER REFERENCES:
Thinking, fast and slow – Daniel Kahneman
Nudge - Improving decisions about health, 
wealth and happiness – Richard Thaler
Inside the nudge unit – David Halpern
EAST – Can be downloaded 

BIT has 
developed a 
technique, known 
as EAST, which is 
a mnemonic that 
stands for: 



Improvements made at third appointment: 
• Stopped drinking altogether
•  30 minute walk a  er evening meal, 
 5  mes a week
•  Further weight loss of 4.5 pounds
•  Improved mood and sleeping be  er

John accessed our Wellbeing service a  er having 
an NHS health check that showed his health was at 
serious risk. He worked with a Wellbeing adviser 
who supported him to make simple changes that 
drama  cally improved not only his physical health 
but also his overall wellbeing.

Thoughts: Nervous of fi rst 
Wellbeing appointment. Apologe  c 
for poor health behaviours. 
Confused about what to change. 
Feeling scared that permanent 
health damage has happened. 

Results of NHS health 
check at GP surgery:
• Obese 
• Inac  ve
• High alcohol consump  on 
• Increased risk of Coronary   
 Heart Disease, stroke and 
 Type 2 diabetes 

FIRST wellbeing MOT: 
• BMI: 31
• Metabolic age + 15 years 
• Drinking alcohol daily
• Inac  ve 

!
!
John’s barriers: 
• Works long 
 hours
• Long daily 
 commute 
• Relies on 
 refi ned carbs 
 and processed 
 foods for 
 energy boosts
• Finds his job 
 stressful, 
 boring and 
 draining 
• No  me for 
 exercise 
• Exhausted 
 but can’t 
 sleep so 
 uses 
 alcohol
 as a 
 seda  ve 

First goal se   ng with wellbeing adviser – 
making simple changes to John’s working day:
• 20-minute walk to shop to buy healthier   
 meal deal
• Saying NO to cakes and treats in the offi  ce 
• Leave offi  ce on  me 
• DrinkCoach referral so could be done   
 privately at home in evening 

1

Improvements made at second appointment: 
• Ge   ng out at lunch  me for a walk and a   
 break away from the computer screen
•  Reading and understanding food labels 
 to guide lunch  me meal choices 

2

3

4
Last appointment: John feels really good in 
himself, smiles more o  en and has greater 
self-confi dence. He has started running – 
Couch to 5k. Food choices are consistently 
be  er and he has virtually stopped drinking – 
  only trea  ng himself 
  occasionally to a diet coke  
  and whisky. Following on   
  from his last appointment – 
  feedback from September   
  2019 – John has con  nued  
  his weight loss & reached a 
  BMI  of 26. He is in a really 
  good place and is enjoying   
  life with a greater sense of 
  control and purpose. 

Case 
study:
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Falls preven  on

PAT South – (for Li  lehampton area)
Tel:  01273 268900
Email:  aaw.pat@westsussex.gov.uk

PAT West (for Bognor area) 
Tel:  01243 642370
Email:  pat.west@westsussex.gov.uk

Contact us for details of our FREE 9-week Falls 
Preven  on course (1x introduc  on session followed 
by 8x Otago (strength and balance exercises) sessions 

Contact your local PAT (Preven  on Assessment 
Team) team for home equipment fi   ng, staying safe 
and independent in your home.

Falls are not an inevitable part of 
ge   ng older - there are simple steps you 

can take to stay steady, reduce your chance 
of falling, prevent serious injury if you do fall 

and keep up and about.

Remove 
clu  er, trailing 

wires and 
frayed carpet

Use 
non-slip 
mats and 

rugs 

Use 
high-wa  age 

light bulbs 
in lamps and 

torches so you 
can see 
clearly 

Organise your 
home so that 

climbing, stretching 
and bending are 

kept to a minimum, 
and to avoid 
bumping into 

things 

Get help to 
do things you’re 

unable to do 
safely on 
your own 

Don’t walk 
on slippery 

fl oors in socks 
or  ghts 

Don’t wear 
loose-fi   ng, 

trailing clothes 
that might 
trip you up 

Wear 
well-fi   ng 

shoes that are
 in good condi  on 

and support 
the ankle 

Break up 
long periods of 

si   ng with small 
movement 

ac  vity

Take care of 
your feet by 

trimming your 
toenails regularly 
and seeing a GP 

or chiropodist about 
any foot 
problems 

Do strength and 
balance exercises 

twice a week 
e.g. heavy shopping 
bags, tai chi, pilates, 

yoga, heavy gardening,
 and along with 150 
minutes a week of 
moderate intensity 

exercise

Do simple 
exercises like ‘sit 

to stand’, toe rises, 
marching on the 

spot - all help 
improve strength 

and balance 
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The Arun Wellbeing team 
regularly visits workplaces of all 
sizes across the Arun District.  
We deliver free 1-2-1 wellbeing 
MOT’s for staff , at the place 
of work. Many staff  may not 
know of our services, or have 
been unable to access them due 
to work commitments. They 
may not realise that their daily 
lifestyle is storing up poten  al 
health problems for the future.

Many of the risk factors for 
coronary heart disease, cancers, 
stroke and Type 2 diabetes 
creep up on people without 
them realising, as they have no 
symptoms and people s  ll feel 
“well”.

To book your FREE workplace visit contact Sarah Day, 
Workplace Wellbeing Coordinator sarah.day@arun.gov.uk 
or telephone 01903 737865

Risk factor Symptoms
Increased blood pressure None
Increased cholesterol None
Drinking above the recommended 
levels of alcohol (14 units/week)

None, possibly slight weight gain

Being overweight (BMI 25-30) None
Higher levels of visceral fat (13+) None
Inac  vity None, possibly slight weight gain, 

back pain, muscle s  ff ness

The Wellbeing team can provide NHS Health Checks, Wellbeing MOTs 
and a smoking cessa  on service for staff  - essen  al preventa  ve 
services to decrease the numbers of adults developing serious 
cardiovascular disease, cancers and demen  a.
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Staff  tell us that when employers provide extra support for their wellbeing, they feel more 
valued and mo  vated in their work role.  It makes them feel like they ma  er and that it’s 

not just about the work they achieve.

Free fruit bowls in the kitchen to 
encourage healthier snacking

Lunch  me walking or 
exercise groups

Mindfulness sessions

On-site massage sessions

Lunch  me weight-loss groups 
providing peer support and help

Stand up desksDartboards, table tennis and 
other games for staff  to play 
during breaks

Decent coff ee and tea, provided 
in a welcoming environment

Organised social events to 
encourage staff  to mix socially

Discounted, or free, access 
to local leisure providers

Par  cipa  on in local 
volunteering ini  a  ves

Vouchers for fl u jabs

We do get a unique insight into lots of workplaces and see some great wellbeing ideas in prac  ce.



Your fi rst response may be to say no but it’s a bit 
like insurance – you only need it when you need it.

Whatever your age • Whatever your need

Arun Lifeline is a local 
telecare service 
provided by Arun 
District Council which 
helps and supports you 
to live safely and 
independently.
Star  ng from as li  le as 
£3.66 per week, Arun Lifeline 
off ers very compe   ve rates. 
Benefi ts include:
• 24/7 monitoring and 

maintenance inclusive in 
the price

• no fi xed term contract
• a friendly local team
• free installa  on

The freedom to go out 
and lead an ac  ve life

A Mindme GPS personal alarm and its 24/7 response 
Alarm Receiving Centre lets you carry on with your life 
knowing that help is always there at the touch of a bu  on.

It’s perfect for anyone who spends  me alone at home but 
who s  ll likes to get out and enjoy the garden, walk the dog 
or take part in other ac  vi  es that some  me mean you’re 
away from friends and family.

The Mindme Locate gives carers and family much needed 
peace of mind whilst enabling those with memory issues, or 
vulnerabili  es the freedom to go out and lead an ac  ve life.

• For more informa  on and advice please contact 
Arun Lifeline on 01903 737970 

• Free one-month trial on any of the above.

FREETRIALContact us formore details
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